Diver Safety Information

Yachts and power boats have limited visibility and manoeuvrability when entering and leaving berths.

Yachts and power boats need access to the full length of the low landing and the eastern side of the jetty and are constantly entering and leaving this area.

In the interests of safety in this shared waterway:

- Please do not dive in or under berths
- Please do not dive in berth access lanes
- Please remain under the jetty and clear of both the slipway and the eastern side of the jetty
- When using the low landing please enter the water at the end closest to the beach, then head back towards the beach and proceed along and under the jetty to your chosen dive site

Please refer to the map for preferred dive zones.

---

Please dive in the GREEN zones only, all other areas have constant yacht and power craft movements.

Divers, please enter via southern ladder, head towards beach and then under the jetty.